
Cookie name Category Company Cookie description
TPC Marketing Adform Identifies if user’s browser accepts third party cookies.

CM14 Marketing Adform
Identifies if there is a need to re-check partner‘s cookie matching existence (set by 
Cookie Matching).

C Marketing Adform Used to check if the user's browser supports cookies.
DigiTrust.v1.identity Marketing Adform User identifier set by DigiTru.st, independent industry body.

CM Marketing Adform
Identifies if there is a need to re-check partner‘s cookie matching existence (set by 
AdServing).

uid Marketing Adform

Registers a unique user ID that recognises the user's browser when visiting web sites 
that use the same adnetwork. The purpose is to optimise display of ads based on the 
user's movements and various ad providers' bids for displaying user ads.

adtrc Marketing Adform Check if browser information was gathered.
lang Marketing LinkedIn Remembers the user's selected language of a website.

demdex Marketing Adobe

This cookie gathers anonymous statistical data that contains information about the 
users visit on the website. The cookie contains a unique ID that is used by Adobe 
Analytics for identify a returning visitor and e.g. to build unique audience profiles and 
deliver targeted messages.

IDE Marketing Google

This cookie contains a unique code to determine which advertisements have been 
shown on a device, on behalf of Google Inc. It allows monitoring of the effectiveness of 
the ads in order to make the ads more relevant to the user.

DSID Marketing Google

This cookie contains a unique code to determine which advertisements have been 
shown on a device, on behalf of Google Inc. It allows monitoring of the effectiveness of 
the ads in order to make the ads more relevant to the user.

dpm Marketing Adobe This cookie collect data about synchronization of ID's in Adobe Audience Manager.

ev_sync_dd Marketing Adobe

A third-party, ad exchange-specific cookie that syncs the Advertising Cloud surfer ID 
with the partner ad exchange. It's created for new surfers and sends a 
synchronization request when it's expired.

everest_g_v2 Marketing Adobe
This cookie collects data of how the visitor uses the website and monitoring type of 
advertising the user may have seen before the website visit.

fr Marketing Facebook This cookie is providing Facebook advertisement products using Facebook.

ANID Marketing Google

This cookie contains a unique code to determine which advertisements have been 
shown on a device, on behalf of Google Inc. It allows monitoring of the effectiveness of 
the ads in order to make the ads more relevant to the user.

1P_JAR Marketing Google

This cookie is set via embedded youtube-videos. It registers anonymous statistical 
data on for example how many times the video is displayed and what settings are 
used for playback.

NID Marketing Google

This cookie is set via embedded youtube-videos. It registers anonymous statistical 
data on for example how many times the video is displayed and what settings are 
used for playback.

SEARCH_SAMESITE Marketing Google
This cookie is used to prevent the browser from sending this cookie along with cross-
site requests.

CONSENT Marketing Google This cookie is used to track consent to cookie use.



__Secure-3PAPISID Marketing Google
This cookie is used to build a profile of website visitor interests to show relevant and 
personalized ads through retargeting.

APISID Marketing Google
This cookie is used to personalize Google ads on websites based on recent searches 
and interactions.

__Secure-APISID Marketing Google
This cookie is used to build a profile of website visitor interests to show relevant and 
personalized ads through retargeting.

SSID Marketing Google
This cookie is used to collect visitor information for videos hosted by YouTube on 
maps integrated with Google Maps.

SID Marketing Google
Security cookie to confirm visitor authenticity, prevent fraudulent use of login data 
and protect visitor data from unauthorized access.

HSID Marketing Google
Security cookie to confirm visitor authenticity, prevent fraudulent use of login data 
and protect user data from unauthorized access.

__Secure-3PSID Marketing Google
This cookie is used to build a profile of website visitor interests to show relevant and 
personalized ads through retargeting.

__Secure-SSID Marketing Google

Stores information about how the visitor uses the website and about the 
advertisements that may have been seen before the visitor visits the website. Also 
used to customize ads on Google domains.

SAPISID Marketing Google This cookie is used to collect visitor information for videos hosted by YouTube.

__Secure-HSID Marketing Google

To secure digitally signed and encrypted data from the unique Google ID and store the 
most recent login time that Google uses to identify visitors, prevent fraudulent use of 
login data and protect visitor data from unauthorized parties. This can also be used 
for targeting purposes to display relevant and personalized advertising content.

NID Marketing Google
Stores visitors’ preferences and personalizes ads on Google websites based on 
recent searches and interactions.

AID Marketing Google

This cookie contains a unique code to determine which advertisements have been 
shown on a device, on behalf of Google Inc. It allows monitoring of the effectiveness of 
the ads in order to make the ads more relevant to the user.

_fbp Marketing Facebook
This cookie is used for analytics purposes and also provide various advertising 
services which also includes real-time offers from different third party advertisers.

AMCV_ Statistical Adobe Unique user ID that recognizes the user on returning visits.
s_cc Statistical Adobe Used to check if the user's browser supports cookies.
AMCVS_ Statistical Adobe Unique user ID that recognizes the user on returning visits.

UserMatchHistory Marketing LinkedIn
Used to track visitors on multiple websites, in order to present relevant 
advertisement based on the visitor's preferences.

lissc Marketing LinkedIn
Used by the social networking service, LinkedIn, for tracking the use of embedded 
services.

lidc Marketing LinkedIn
Used by the social networking service, LinkedIn, for tracking the use of embedded 
services.

lang Marketing LinkedIn Remembers the user's selected language of a website.

bcookie Marketing LinkedIn
Used by the social networking service, LinkedIn, for tracking the use of embedded 
services.

JSESSIONID Marketing LinkedIn Used for CSRF protection.



bscookie Marketing LinkedIn
Used by the social networking service, LinkedIn, for tracking the use of embedded 
services.

BCSI-CS Statistical Adobe

This cookie name is associated with proxy server technology from Bluecoat. Its 
pattern starts with BCSI-CS- followed by an alpa numeric string. It is generally not 
actually set by the website being visited, but as a result of accessing the site through 
a network (like a company network) using Bluecoat technology.

OTZ Marketing Google

This cookie is used to link activities of website visitors to other devices that are 
previously logged in via the Google account. In this way, advertisements are tailored 
to different devices.

consentCookie Necessary DanskeBank
This cookie is storing the level of cookie consent, timestamp of when consent was 
given and unique identifier.

http://www.google.com/

